Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Reed says:
::sitting in his office, thinking about things::

TAC_Jon says:
::exits quarters and heads for the TL:  TL:  Holodeck 2

CSec_Wolf says:
::standing in station ops......not really comfortable with being in Command again, even if temporary::

CMO_Rex says:
::in sickbay, calibrating tricorders and biobeds::

Katherine says:
::in her quarters, completing an exercise routine::

OPS_Card says:
::in his quarters::

CTO_Matt says:
::leaves his quarters and heads for the TL to check out the promeande::

OPS_Card says:
::heads into the coridor towards the tl::

TAC_Jon says:
::exits TL and arrives at the Holodeck Control Console::  Computer, Activate Sherlock-Holmes Mystery Program Beta-9

Katherine says:
::she finishs the regimen, and then grabs a quick shower::

TAC_Jon says:
<Computer>  Program Active  ::enters holodeck and begins his game::

CO_Reed says:
::steps outside and looks around OPS::

CSec_Wolf says:
::walks over to the Station CO's station, begins reading the casualty reports and getting the latest reports from SFC on the war::

CTO_Matt says:
TL:  promeanade.

OPS_Card says:
::turbolift doors open and card walks in:: Computer: promenade.

CTO_Matt says:
::TL moves and stops at the promeade deck::

CMO_Rex says:
::swears at whoever last calibrated the equipment::

Katherine says:
::she gets cleaned up quickly, and slips into a uniform...since reactivating her commision, she's had to adjust again to wearing the crimson of command...fortunately this is not her post to protect this time::

CO_Reed says:
::looks at Wolfe::

CSec_Wolf says:
::looks up and notices CO Reed::  Sir?

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  I thought I ordered the cerw to enjoy today.  Do you enjoy reading causualty reports?

CTO_Matt says:
::starts walking along the promeade deck, seeing the different stores and shops::

OPS_Card says:
::walks over to holodeck and reads the console::

CSec_Wolf says:
Reed: I live with my wife now.....I enjoy every minute being offduty that being on duty isnt that much of a burden

Katherine says:
::she affixes her commbadge to her uniform, and after making certain that every hair is right where it's supposed to be, she heads out to the Promenade.::

OPS_Card says:
Muttered: Hehehe sherlock holmes, got a mystery lover aboard.

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  Well, as long as you're not bothered by it.  I'm heading to the Promenade.  I haven't really spent much time there since I arrived..

CMO_Rex says:
::sighs:: Computer, activate the EMH.

CSec_Wolf says:
Reed:  Of course....the next duty shift comes on in a few minutes, I was going to take that time to spend there as well.  Thought I would try and catch up with Katherine at one of the bistros...

CMO_Rex says:
::notes that the EMH doesn't respond::

CMO_Rex says:
That's it. I give up.

CEO_JJ says:
::In holodeck playing a scottich war program that he created::

CMO_Rex says:
::walks out into the promenade::

OPS_Card says:
::heads to the nearest geffery tube::

Katherine says:
::strolling along the Promenade, she spots that charming little Bajoran place that she was supposed to meet Max at in just a few minutes::

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  Well, maybe I'll see you there.  Maybe not.  It's a large Promenade.  Any particular place you suggest?

CEO_JJ says:
COMPUTER: start level two

CSec_Wolf says:
Reed:  What are you in the mood for Sir?  ::shutting down the console::

OPS_Card says:
::crawls throught the jefferies tube sealing it behind him::

CEO_JJ says:
<COMPUTER> CEO: level two intiated

TAC_Jon says:
::exits holodeck:: ::mutters:: I would have never guessed that.... ::heads for TL::

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  I'd go for anything that doesn't create stress.  Something fun, something relaxing, doesn't really matter.  ::smiles::

CEO_JJ says:
::an opponant appears in front of me in the dress of the era::

CSec_Wolf says:
Reed:  "The Hole in the Wall" definitely.......if you are into Jazz music, there's no place better

CEO_JJ says:
::brings sword up vertical but pointing out a bit::

Katherine says:
::she goes ahead and orders something to drink...the Bajorans have a delightful blend of lemon tea::

TAC_Jon says:
::enters TL::  Deck 15

CTO_Matt says:
::takes in all the different stores and shops he encounters::

CEO_JJ says:
::circles as this program always begins::

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  I may just try that.  ::smiles again, then heads in the direction of the TL::

CMO_Rex says:
::spots the chief tactical officer and walks over to him::

OPS_Card says:
::crawls toward the brig::

CEO_JJ says:
::my opponant runs at me with his sword straight out:: ::i block with a quick swing of my sword then turn to face him::

Katherine says:
::her tea comes to the table quickly, and she sips it, facing towards the window, back to the door::

CMO_Rex says:
CTO: Hi there.... any good merchandise around?

TAC_Jon says:
::exits TL and heads for his quarters::  ::enters quarters, sits in his favorite chair, and picks up the novel he has been reading::

CSec_Wolf says:
::notices that the next duty shift has begun to come on, and he hands off command of operations to the next in line.....heads for the TL::

OPS_Card says:
::hops out of jefferies and stands up in the brig's common room.::

CTO_Matt says:
CMO:  greetings, Doc.

CEO_JJ says:
::takes sword up and swings just over head of my opponant but he blocks it by pulling his sword up over his head::

CO_Reed says:
::looks at the map in his mind::  self:  okay, the jazz place would be next to the...  ::stops talking to himself when he sees Wolfe::

CMO_Rex says:
CTO: Call me Rex, I'm off duty.

CO_Reed says:
TL:  Promenade

CEO_JJ says:
::sparks begin to fly as we both begin to swing our swords at each other::

CTO_Matt says:
Ok, Doc...ah Rex.  :)

CMO_Rex says:
CTO: And you'd be...?

CEO_JJ says:
::finally I notice an open spot, duck at his next swing, swirl around and cut his stomach::

CTO_Matt says:
CMO:  I am Matt.  ::extends his hand for a handshake::

CEO_JJ says:
COMPUTER: end program

CMO_Rex says:
::shakes the proffered hand::

TAC_Jon says:
::yawns::  ::lays down on bed::  Computer, Set the alarm for 1 hour and deactivate the lights.

OPS_Card says:
::runs out of bring and srppints down corridor towards his quarters::

CMO_Rex says:
bring?

CEO_JJ says:
::program ends and the holo grid appears::

CSec_Wolf says:
::steps on the TL with CO Reed....taking it down to the prominade::

CO_Reed says:
::looks out onto the large promenade and pauses for a moment taking in the view::  It is like a whole other world down here.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks out the exit pressing a button on his sword that makes it retrack into the handle::

Katherine says:
::she's now on her second cup of tea::

CMO_Rex says:
CTO: So, Matt, what's interesting to do on this station?

CSec_Wolf says:
::not wearing the tunic, but rather the command vest::  Reed:  It is....everything from the bizaare to the beautiful...to the gross and sublime......enjoy yourself  ::heads toward the Bajoran cafe::

CEO_JJ says:
::makes it to kis room which is just around the corner from the holodeck and throws in his sword when the door opens::

CTO_Matt says:
CMO:  Not sure, Rex.  I haven't been here that long.

CO_Reed says:
::turns and walks down the Promenade, looking at all the stores along the way::

CMO_Rex says:
CTO: No, nor I...

CEO_JJ says:
::heads to turbolift::

CEO_JJ says:
::enters tl:: COPMUTER: Ops

Katherine says:
::she turns slightly as Max enters the bistro, but doesn't turn completely.::

CTO_Matt says:
CMO:  I am just looking around here to see what there is.

CEO_JJ says:
::TL begins to move:: ::Don't go crazy don't go crazy::

TAC_Jon says:
::finally falls asleep::  ZZZ...  ZZZ...

CSec_Wolf says:
Evening Commander ::smiles as he walks toward the table, raising a hand to get the Waiters attention::

Katherine says:
::she smiles:: Good evening...

CO_Reed says:
::sees a store that sells all sorts of models::  Hmmm.... ::walks in and looks around::

CEO_JJ says:
::TL stops and the doors open to reveale ops::

CSec_Wolf says:
::as he gets to her side, leans down and gives his Wife a light kiss on the lips::  Kate:  How was your day?

CEO_JJ says:
::steps out and walks over to the Engineering station::

OPS_Card says:
::reaches his quarters and enters::

Katherine says:
::she blushes a little:: It was there...how was your day?

CEO_JJ says:
myself: I must be a workaholic coming to ops on a day off

CMO_Rex says:
::thinks:: Perhaps I'll go to ops and look around.. the only time I've ever been there was to help repair the station in the wake of the changeling infiltration. It was very dark. :>

CO_Reed says:
::purchases an Akira-class model, thinking it will serve as a nice addition to his quarters and a reminder of his friends on the Scimitar::

CSec_Wolf says:
::sits down, ordering a small glass of Red Wine::  It was a day...its been quiet, which is pleasent

Katherine says:
::she sets her cup of tea down...cup number two is now empty::

CEO_JJ says:
::checks the main power generator, the repair list of the ships in dock, and any number of other things::

CO_Reed says:
::has it sent to his quarters, then continues down the promenade::

Katherine says:
I can imagine that quiet is quite nice, particularly in Ops.

OPS_Card says:
::takes a shower::

CTO_Matt says:
::sees a promising bar and heads towards it::  CMO:  come on, Rex, lets get a drink.

CEO_JJ says:
Computer: make a note that the power generation unit can be at a better efficiency rating

CMO_Rex says:
Or I could do that. ::follows the CTO::

CSec_Wolf says:
Kate:  After last mission ::acknowledges the waiter with his wine::  the quiet is a nice change.  With all of these young officers though, I feel like I am back teaching at the Academy.

CO_Reed says:
::spots a Vulcan cuisine restaurant and steps inside::

Katherine says:
Max: I can tell. ::she taps her temple with a smile::

CSec_Wolf says:
::chuckles as he sips on hiw wine::  Kate:  how can I forget...just no more Warp Dynamics......

CSec_Wolf says:
::gives a sly smile::

Katherine says:
::she bites her lips a little, but gives him the satisfaction of a small smile::

CO_Reed says:
::has a small bite to eat, then moves on yet again::

CTO_Matt says:
::enters the bar and looks around::

OPS_Card says:
::setps out of shower and gets dressed, then orders a meal from the replicator::

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to the Science station which currently unmanned::

CSec_Wolf says:
::enjoys the glass of wine....Chateau Picard....2310...a good year::

CMO_Rex says:
::grabs a free table::

Katherine says:
~It probably was.....~

CEO_JJ says:
::scans the sector, just for the fun of it::

CTO_Matt says:
::sits with the CMO at the table::

CSec_Wolf says:
~  You are enjoying being able to use this link again arent you?  ~

Katherine says:
::she orders a little hasperat, and leans back in her seat while waiting for it.::~Yes, I am. Does it show?~

OPS_Card says:
::finished his meal and heads toward ops::

Katherine says:
::she also adjusts the collar on her uniform::

CSec_Wolf says:
::winks and smiles::  ~Not at all~

CTO_Matt says:
::orders a drink from a waitress::

CO_Reed says:
::finds that place Wolfe was talking about and walks inside::

TAC_Jon says:
::wakes up:: Computer, Lights

CTO_Matt says:
::watches the good-looking waitress as she walks away::

CEO_JJ says:
::scans pick up something  put then it is gone::

TAC_Jon says:
::thinks "Guess Ill read some more::

CMO_Rex says:
::gives Matt a "you're hopeless" look:

OPS_Card says:
::reaches ops and walks over tohis console, grabbing a tool kit on his way::

CO_Reed says:
::takes a seat and listens to the music::

CSec_Wolf says:
Kate:  Reed seems competent enough, once he learns to calm down.

Katherine says:
~I'm surprised you weren't off earlier.~

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to the Tactical station and scans sector again::

CSec_Wolf says:
~I was keeping an eye no reports out of SFC~

Katherine says:
Max: I'm just here to evaluate....we'll see what the next few weeks bring.

OPS_Card says:
::disambles console and surrounding isolinear chips::

CTO_Matt says:
::notices Rex's look::  CMO:  hey, this is a new place, new faces and some good-looking at that.  :)

Katherine says:
~I've been keeping an eye on those as well....particularly with Commander Merrill keeping me very informed.~

CEO_JJ says:
::tactical sensors give nothing more::

CMO_Rex says:
CTO: Perhaps, but she's not quite my type.

CO_Reed says:
::gets the eriee feeling that people are talking about him::  Hmm..  ::orders a drink..  one that looks.. colorful::

CTO_Matt says:
::shrugs::

CEO_JJ says:
*CTO*: CEO to CTO got an anomolous reading on the sensors would we mind coming to Ops to take a look at them for me

Katherine says:
::she is rather grateful when she's brought a glass of water....very thirsty, and she doesn't know why.::

CTO_Matt says:
::watches the waitress return and then hears him being called to duty::

CSec_Wolf says:
~  You ok? ~

OPS_Card says:
::looks around then makes modifications to the chips and inserts a littke box between 1 chip and the connectors::

CO_Reed says:
::takes a sip and listens to the music some more::

CTO_Matt says:
*CEO* On my way.

CEO_JJ says:
::keeps up his scans::

TAC_Jon says:
::gets up and leaves Quarters heading for the TL::  TL: Enginering

CTO_Matt says:
::stands and heads for the TL::

Katherine says:
~It's as if I can't get enough water right now.~

CSec_Wolf says:
~Hmmm..odd...~  ::orders a glass of water as well::

OPS_Card says:
::swaps a few chips from his jumpsuit to the console and press a few keys inside the panel::

CTO_Matt says:
TL:  OPS.

CEO_JJ says:
::readings become more diffinant 55% chance that there is a ship out there::

OPS_Card says:
::resambles panel then moves to console::

TAC_Jon says:
::arrives in main enginering,  looks around::  ::walks over to a console and starts to look over some tactical schematics::

CTO_Matt says:
::walks off the TL into OPS and goes to his post::

Katherine says:
~One thing I can be sure of...I'm not pregnant, so that's one less thing to be concerned about.~

CO_Reed says:
::finishes the drink and decides to check out the rest of the station::

CSec_Wolf says:
~  How can you be so sure?  ~

Katherine says:
~Because I stopped by the doctor before accepting this assignment.~

OPS_Card says:
::switches wires around and installs another smallbox with a a oblong contracption on it::

CTO_Matt says:
::activates a scan to see what the CEO is talking about::

CEO_JJ says:
myself: that is enough for me *CSec*: CEO to CSec sir i am sorry to disturb you but as the acting XO i should inform you that i am picking up readings that there is a 55% chance of a ship in our sector

OPS_Card says:
::picks up a large padd and checks some settings on it, then reassmebles console::

CO_Reed says:
::goes to a window on the station and looks out into space::

TAC_Jon says:
::accesses tomorrows duty roster::

CSec_Wolf says:
::looks up::  Bugger...

Katherine says:
Max: What?

CSec_Wolf says:
*CEO*  I will meet you in station Ops Ensign.  Wolfe out.

CSec_Wolf says:
Kate: sensor anomaly...probably nothing...::stands and before he leaves the bistro, gives his wife a quick kiss::  I will be right back....

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to the Engineering station::

Katherine says:
::she stops:: A 55% chance of a ship in the sector? There either is, or isn't......

Katherine says:
::she gives a slight nod as he walks away from the table::

OPS_Card says:
::checks a few settings on console, then changes some settings::

CSec_Wolf says:
::gets to the TL and zips up to Station OPS::

CSec_Wolf says:
::walks out of the TL, arriving in OPS::  CEO:  What have you got?

CTO_Matt says:
::activates shields as a precaution::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: can we get some more power to the sensor arrays there is something out there but we can't tell what

OPS_Card says:
::reprograms some console functions and adds a few others::

CEO_JJ says:
CSec: sir i was checking the sector on the SCI station and picked something up on the scans

Katherine says:
::she finishes her meal, not willing to let it get cold::

CSec_Wolf says:
::notices on the threat board that the shields are up::  CEO:  Did you order the shields raised?

OPS_Card says:
::grabs pad and take tl to his quarters::

TAC_Jon says:
::notes that the shields have been activated... wonders whats going on::

CO_Reed says:
::heads back to his quarters::

CTO_Matt says:
XO:  Sir, this is CTO.  The ship in question has the readings of an active cloak.

CEO_JJ says:
CEO: no sir

CSec_Wolf says:
::looks around OPS::  Who raised shields?  Nevermind......whoever or whatever it is now know that we see them.....  CEO:  What sort of readings?

CO_Reed says:
::notices the model at his door, picks it up, and takes it inside::

CEO_JJ says:
XO: sir whatever is out there isn't on the list for arivials or departures

OPS_Card says:
::steps out of tl and heads toward quarters::

CEO_JJ says:
XO: at first they were distorted readings so i went to the Tactical station to check the SCI sensor scans

CSec_Wolf says:
CEO:  Take us to Yellow Alert and notify the CO.
CTO:  BRoadband tactical scan
TAC:  NOtify any incoming ships we may be having an emergency.

CO_Reed says:
::opens the box and sees all the little parts::

CTO_Matt says:
XO:  Sorry Sir, I thought the ship was giving off active cloak readings.

CEO_JJ says:
::going to yellow:: *CO*: sir we have an unscehule ship we need you in ops

CSec_Wolf says:
CTO:   Next time Ensign, leave the command decision in the hands of the Commanders.

OPS_Card says:
::goes to his quarters and makes plans to reranage things::

TAC_Jon says:
::accessess scanner array, notices the anomoly, thinks its probably nothing and returns to looking at tommorows duty roster::

CMO_Rex says:
::notes the yellow alert lights:: *Ops* CMO to ops: what's our current situation?

CSec_Wolf says:
CTO:  I want you to narrow down this anomaly......find out what we are dealing with exactly

CTO_Matt says:
::tries to get a better reading on the anomily, seeing if it matches any reading of Jem Hadar ships.

OPS_Card says:
::activates his pad and punches a few keys::

CTO_Matt says:
XO:  Yes Sir.

CO_Reed says:
::starts putting the pieces together, starting with the familiar (though much smaller) engineering section::

CEO_JJ says:
*CMO*: get back to you on that doctor

TAC_Jon says:
::notes yellow alert... thinks maybe it isn't nothing::

Katherine says:
::she can tell that Max is occupied, so she isn't that worried at this point::

CMO_Rex says:
::frowns, flags down the waitress, pays for his and Matt's drinks, and heads for the TL::

OPS_Card says:
::puts request in for mini console::

TAC_Jon says:
::begins looking more interested in the sensor data::

CMO_Rex says:
TL: Ops. ::TL heads for ops::

CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  I'll be right there.

CEO_JJ says:
::readies the power grid for Red Alert Status::

OPS_Card says:
::heads toward consoel>tl::

CEO_JJ says:
XO: the CO is on his way sir

OPS_Card says:
TL: Ops.

CO_Reed says:
::sets down the pieces and heads to OPS::

CMO_Rex says:
::exits the turbolift at ops::

TAC_Jon says:
::thinks:: never a boring moment on Arcadia

CTO_Matt says:
::boosts the signal to try and get a better reading on the object::

CSec_Wolf says:
CTO:  What have we got?

CEO_JJ says:
::EPS ready for Red Alert::

CO_Reed says:
::arrives at OPS::  What's the problem?

CTO_Matt says:
XO:  the object seems to be moving closer.

CSec_Wolf says:
CO:  Unknown contact closing....

CSec_Wolf says:
CTO:  Are we getting any sort of sensor return on the object?

OPS_Card says:
::arrives in ops, goes to console and lays his pad on the console::

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Can we see it?

OPS_Card says:
::deactivates pad::

CMO_Rex says:
::stands in an unobtrusive place to watch developments::

CTO_Matt says:
XO:  Only been able to get that it is very small and vague.

Katherine says:
::she stops by her quarters, and picks up a padd, then heads up to Ops::

CO_Reed says:
OPS:  Hail it, see if it responds.

TAC_Jon says:
::gets up from one console in Main Eng and moves to another one::

OPS_Card says:
::bootst power to sensors::CTO: Try now.

CMO_Rex says:
::clears his throat:: Perhaps it might be an idea to take a runabout and have a closer look.

CTO_Matt says:
::sends out an active scan, narrow ban, towards the object to get a better reading::

OPS_Card says:
CO: No response.

CSec_Wolf says:
OPS:  Do you have its location plotted?

Katherine says:
::she takes a TL up to Ops, and steps out on the deck, staying towards the back of the room::

CEO_JJ says:
::checks the return diagnostics that are run automatically every time a Yellow Alert is called nothing out of the ordinary::

CSec_Wolf says:
::walks back and stands at the Sec console::

TAC_Jon says:
::gets up from console and exits ME::  ::enters TL::  TL: OPS

CO_Reed says:
::wonders what is out there::

CMO_Rex says:
Or you could all ignore me....

Katherine says:
::she watches and listens to everything very closely::

OPS_Card says:
Co: I volunteer to go with the MO.

TAC_Jon says:
::arrives in ops and notices Katherine in the corner::  ::joins her::

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, the sensors have a 67% confidence level that it is a ship.

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  But you can't identify it yet?

Katherine says:
::she looks at Jon, and nods formally:: Jon: Ensign.

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  No Sir.  Nothing on what it is or who it is from.

Katherine says:
::she is wearing the pips of a full commander::

CO_Reed says:
Crew:  Any telepaths sense anything from out there?

CEO_JJ says:
::thinks that it is odd that the computer can't tell what ship it is::

OPS_Card says:
CO: It seems to be staying on our starbord side.

Katherine says:
::she shakes her head, but remains quiet::

CSec_Wolf says:
~Nothing?~

OPS_Card says:
::strains and then shaked his head no::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir i think that what ever is out there isn't on the ID files the computer can usually ID with only 65%

TAC_Jon says:
::walks over to a TAC Console while being rather quiet::

CO_Reed says:
OPS:  Do you believe you could get better readings from a runabout?

CMO_Rex says:
CO: Permission to take a runabout and see what that contact is.

Katherine says:
~Not a thing...just empty space.~

OPS_Card says:
Co: It's worth a try sir.

TAC_Jon says:
CO: Permission to acompany the CMO, Sir...

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The sensor contact begins to circle the statin and is moving closer

CMO_Rex says:
CO: Has anyone actually tried hailing it?

CSec_Wolf says:
::activates the internal security sensors to full gain::

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  it is not circling the station.

Katherine says:
::makes a note that the Doctor clearly does not know his place in Ops::

CO_Reed says:
TAC:  Could you launch a sensor probe?

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  I can, Sir.

CO_Reed says:
OPS:  I don't want to send people out just yet.  Remember what happened with the comet...

OPS_Card says:
CMO: Tried that, no respoinse.

CMO_Rex says:
::nods::

OPS_Card says:
CO: Understood.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir we would have to ready a probe the torpedo tubes we just performed maintance on them

CTO_Matt says:
::prepares to lauch a probe towards the ship::

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Ready, Sir.

CO_Reed says:
CTO:   Launch it

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

